How to Make a Fleece Pillow Sham

Fabric for Top of Pillow
Dimensions:
Length of Pillow + 4" to 10"
Width of Pillow + 4" to 10"

Cut Fabric in half to create 2 panels for back of pillow sham

Stitch a 1" straight seam for the edge of the pillow sham to will create the 'envelope' back for the pillow.

Stitch Straight Seams
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Place sham top face down on flat surface ~ place 2 pieces of back fabric face up on top of front piece, with edges overlapping in center ~ Cut squares out of each corner & cut fabric strips around edges ~ Tie or braid edges according to instructions.

Continue Cutting Strips around edges of fabric, with corners cut to equal strips...

Tie or 'Braid' Edges to Finish Project